Direct Employment
Board of Education
Direct
ALT (Assistant Language
Teacher)

This is the simplest
relationship. The board hires
the teachers, controls salaries
and benefits and the day to day
work.
The board is also responsible
if there are any employment
disputes and has a duty to
negotiate with a union.

Glossary of Terms
直接雇用(chokusetsu koyo):

Direct

employment.
派遣 haken: dispatch according to the 労
働者派遣法 (rodosha hakenho) which is
the Worker Dispatch Law.
請負・委任・委託 (ukeoi, inin, itaku):

Dispatch/Haken
Board of Education

Hake
Direct

Haken Contract

ALT (Assistant Language
Teacher)

Dispatch Company

In a haken relationship there
are two contracts.
1. A contract between the
board and the dispatch
company (which must
posses a dispatch license).
The dispatch company
agrees to hire workers and
send them to the board of
education.
2. An employment contract
between the ALT and the
dispatch company which
sets wages and working
conditions.

The dispatch company
controls the employment, but
the board controls the actual
work done.
The board also has a duty to
make sure that all eligible
labour laws are being followed
and may have a duty to enter
into collective bargaining with
a union.
This type of dispatch can not
go on forever (unless in the
cases of seasonal work). There
is basically a three year limit
set before the board must start
hiring directly, or stop having
any ALTs.

If all conditions are properly met, this type of dispatch is legal under the Dispatch Law and the School
Education Law.

Subcontracting/Inin/Itaku
Board of Education

*Direct
Dispatch Company

Inin/Itaku/Ukeyoi

Inin/
ALT (Assistant Language
Teacher)

In a haken relationship there
are two contracts.
1. A contract between the
board and the dispatch
company. The dispatch
company agrees to hire
workers and send them to
the board of education.
2. An employment contract
between the ALT and the
dispatch company which
sets wages and working
conditions.

The dispatch company
controls the employment, and
the actual work done.
The board has no duty or
obligation to the ALT and no
control over their work.
This type of dispatch can go
on forever.
According to the GU survey of
boards of education, this is the
most common employment
method for ALTs, even though
the Labour Bureau and
Ministry of Education has
ordered boards to stop this
type of employment.

Since according to the School Education Law boards must control all teaching personnel, and since
ALTs, who have no teaching license, are team teaching and under the supervision of a licensed teacher, ,
this time of employment relationship is ILLEGAL.
*ZIAC (the most widely used dispatch company in Osaka Prefecture) does not even have an employment
relationship with their dispatched ALTs. ALTs are treated as independent subcontractors with no
protection under Japanese labour laws.

